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(:10). Report on Conference in Ghana. keshe was present.  (:12). We went to bring peace 

to the nation, we brought products to cure HIV and AIDS. The change is fundamental 

and will spread throughout Africa. The military has joined in the process.   

(:23). Tokyo University is going to release tests.    (:32). They have a cure for Malaria. 

We can leave small bottle in water tanks to prevent Malaria. With our product the doctors 

tested in Europe and within  4 hours of injecting the Malaria is gone from the blood. This 

changes the game and is what is needed in Africa. Every year 65,000 die from Malaria 

unofficially.  (:44). Next Thursday we announce the 6 member World Council to govern 

this planet. They will have the say in what the KF will do. The African scientists have 

tested the Power Unit and know it works. In Kenya they got 90% reduction. (1:06). The 4 

ladies giving workshops in the Northwest America, showing slides. (1:20). She made a 

painting of a monkey. People could taste the field energy of garlic or plantain. She mixed 

the soul Gans in the paint because she wanted the truth to come out. She made for 

Douglas a painting of trip to Washington D.C. (1:27). Wayne made a star unit, you sit in 

for 10 minutes. (1:32). Shows the simple single wire P Pen, everybody got to feel the 

energy. The most important point was that, I can do this. Nobody wants to leave at the 

end of the day. There is a wave going through the culture that is ready for this T. People 

spray there whole house with Pl water.  (1:39). Keshe says this is how it has got to go, in 

Iranian belief the women are the cornerstone of life. It's you who bring in the next 

generation and children always listen to the mother. We are not becoming a woman's 

group, but we see an increase in females participating. Mothers are the head of the 

Persian household. Bahala said if you only have enough money for one child to be 

educated give it to the girl, she brings in the future generation. (1:42).   (1:58). He show s 

the Gans immunization waters and Malaria waters for injection. The Malaria water you 

put on the lakes and they can't live in it. (2:07). Water decontamination setup in Italy. 

(2:10). How the Gans water works with the tumor. The tumor is made of AA + (Fe, or 

Zn, Cu, K, Ca). Most cancers have 100 to 140 atomic mass, the more dangerous ones 

come around 70. The stronger needs to feed the weaker to create a balance. When you 

inject the Water you create a need to continuously feed the whole tumor, it collapses in. 

It's the same when we inject them into the blood S, it goes throughout the body, because 

it covers the mass of body so RNA accepts it immediately. Then we follow the procedure 

to dispose of it, what was the predator (the cancer) becomes the food of the body. (2:15). 

This is actually energy the body has already transformed from the matter to Gans state to 

the solid state as a Gans as a tumor, once the reprocessing starts it's already predigested 

energy, this is the beauty of it, you don't destroy it. It's like going to the grain depot and 

distributing what has been stored. That's why the body so readily accepts it. As the tumor 

collapses and because what we put inside it, the energy which collapses gets consumed 

by the rest of the body. Some of you who have tested with the LP, you reported 

something strange, it looks like you're bleeding (? urine) goes reddish, darkish, these are 

the cells that the body doesn't need, but it comes in such a vast amount, the cleanup, that 

it ends up with this. Don't be afraid (healing reaction). After a week or 2 you may see 

fatigue, exhaustion, this is a good news because it means the body is using energy to 

repair and rebuild the cells it lost because of diseases or viruses or cancers, which you 



cleaned up and saw it as a dark discharge. They have to be replenished. Now you add 

CH3 into it to support the body in the rebuilding process.  (2:18). Explain the process, 

teach them fishing, don't give them a fish. I see many problems with the workshops you 

have started, the first day there should be no practicable making of MaGravs or cores. 

Those who do it, you have to stop. If you do 1 or 2 days teaching making MaGravs, 

spend the first half explaining the T, otherwise you have wasted your time, it's only just 

another June ring in the drawer, when I need it I pull it out. But if you teach them that the 

Patch becomes the center of the food, understanding it, they add to it. These workshops 

have become huge teaching centers but you are teaching the wrong way. You have to 

prepare them that they understand it. This is what we did in the conference, teaching the 

science and knowledge.  ... we gave everyone a N coated wire. (2:21). We explained how 

you can feed yourself with this little coil. What is the fear of the knowledge. It divides in 

2 ways. As it stands matter state solid, liquid, gas, on the other side we use solid state 

matter to create N, Pl, and Fields. Which side do you want to play. ... somewhere 

everything is interchangeable. You can exchange in different directions. (2:25). There's a 

video of how the fields come together out of space and create matter, it's a true 

expression of the Pl. If Einstein would have understood he would never have written 

E=MC2, because there are many factors involved there that light has nothing to do with. 

And all the assumptions were ignored, now you don't make any assumptions, everything 

is considered. Shows the video, magnetic rays through space. When 2 fields of equal MG 

fields come across each other in the U, they interact because G of one pulls the M of the 

other, and they form a Pl. The Knowledge has been correct from beginning and now it 

makes sense. (2:29). Once you finish teaching man you have to teach the birds, fish, trees 

and everything else. (2:35). When you heat up solid it eventually becomes a gas in a more 

free state, the same with Pl, in the field level it's free to go wherever its energy allows. 

You can use the matter to manipulate the Pl. The matter, N, Gans and fields are made of 

the same, it's field positioning according to the strength. In Pl it's added from the same Pl 

?? and in matter you add from other Pl to create the separation (so you are using multiple 

Pl in matter state whereas in Pl state you use only the one Pl). (2:39). When you work on 

the Pl side there is no speed limit like there is in matter, because here you have to pass 

from one Pl to another, you have take energy from one part to another. When we travel in 

matter state we have a barrier, because we have to penetrate and go through it. But in Pl 

you go through the strength field.  ?? Let's say now the speed of light for man in H, the 

ultimate speed (? not clear) , here (Pl ??) when you go through the strength of Cu, the 

speed is a multiple, or power of 60 (zeros). (2:41). If you can mimic the strength of Cu in 

the H, speed by order of magnitude of 60. If you use plutonium it's an even more huge 

speed. To planet Zeus, then divide by order of magnitude in Pl but in matter you use 

"times" 60 or whatever. When you play with the order of magnitudes for both M and G 

then you have the freedom of space.  (2:44). I have the patience of the U. The man who 

understands has made a thousand turn coil, the feeling is totally different now you have 

an order of magnitude from 90 to 1,000. That's why it feels so strong and can cover 

(Universe). This becomes the mono system for flight, when you sit inside it, Your E 

controls the direction where you want to take your body, and creates the shield, ??? the 

minimum .. if you design it in the right why, the center of E and where you sit , you 

decide the movement, and strength of shielding, if I feel safe I don't need a huge 

shielding. If you centralize the fields, it doesn't need to be in the center of the S. You can 



control the lift and position as you desire. (2:47). Questions. You said the N is the divider 

and how does Extreme UV play into the mechanism on the screen? You are mixing btn 

the fields and rays. When we speak N in Pl we are talking about its fields, extreme UV is 

about the ray ??. In the matter state N becomes the divider, in the Pl Gans state in AA the 

N is part of the backbone structure of holding everything together, you always have the 3 

C, N, O (22, 39  40 56 54 58 60) you needed ... it's a spectrum NC O it's the maximum 

and minimum of the 2 which gives you the field play, 1 is not enough, and the center 

fields is where they bounce off.  (2:50). We don't have UV in Pl, but to you as Pl releases 

some of its fields is UV. One of the persons we find stable elements in matter state, 

because the spectrum of the isotopes is large enough in respect to others they create 

enough shift of field that they ?? something else. Look at the spectrum of any stable 

elements, uses Fe,  when you pick it up in your hand you say it's Fe 56, but in fact it's (a 

spectrum), different isotopes ?? have different decay rates, the more you come to the 

center (of the isotopes) the longer atomic life you get, because it's intense and the fields 

are closer to each other. ?? you get a rapid decay. The world of nuclear has never 

understood this. Why you get half life of a few micro seconds or few thousands of years, 

it depends on which isotopes in that compound are in the mixture, in the spectrum of MG 

field strength and not in the matter state. (2:54). Fe 72 is easy on G and heavy on M so 

the half life becomes less. ... ??? Why do we get gamma radiation release, because you 

see how close or far you sit on what energy in respect to the isotope's MG field forces.  

The problem in Agricultural trials, they apply Gans water on 2 plots next to each other, 

the difference is not that much, because you look at it as a matter state, but field 

interaction covers both, ???  When you test elements for half life you have to see what is 

around it, (if you have isolated well enough), how is it connected to the elements you 

extracted it from, and this is what the scientists don't understand. Now in Pl T we unravel 

a lot of mysteries about half life. (2:56). How the energy comes from one bandwidth and 

releases itself to another. Does the energy come from the electron or from the center 

which allows the positioning in the new orbit. A lot of fallacies in the matter state get 

solved and we find the right answer. (2:58). Guy built a Health Unit, wife had 5.5 cm 

tumor on private organ, after 30 sessions she start bleeding dark, I understood its a 

healing reaction. The tumor completely gone. The second test confirmed the first. (3:02). 

He understood that he was the giver to help his wife. He thought about using it 

wirelessly. He start to test other people wirelessly (??) what he means not clear), they all 

got a change in the voice. (3:05). Keshe says to him good morning, you understand 

completely. You understood that you don't need the box, it's only a point of reference. 

His friend also built a box, but it wasn't that people got healed, but they came out with a 

new perspective.  ... and because you have the Cu, Zn and Fe and you have the man in the 

confinement of the freedom of the E, you add to, elevate it, they get enlightened and find 

peace. (3:08). You must have had AA in the Gans as you made it, you have the common 

denominator to reach any man any where. The only thing you do is to point attention to 

where the System is, like BBC sending messages out, you know it's London but you pick 

it up in Poland. Because you made that reference, the 10 million people who live in 

London they are not aware of it, they may receive some of it if they are in that point of 

intention that they need something from it. It's like you make a power supply and 

everybody taps into it and you pay the bill. The device is for those who still need a matter 

confirmation. (3:10). You confirm what we said with the bleeding (healing reaction) we 



get rid of all that we don't want. There is a Ca discharge from the breasts. We become 

conscious of what, how we want and the way we want it, and if we are happy with it. Not 

everyone is there to receive what you want to give them. People go into the H Unit, I 

have cancer and want to get rid of it, but in reality or E they want to keep it because 

without it there is no one to look after me, I don't get care. When you go in (the H Unit) 

you elevate the need, the body starts supporting it, when you come out, instead of 

working on 2 you're on 4 (more energy), you go the next time, you still receiving the 

same, then you are on 6, by the time you are at 10 the body doesn't need it. (3:12). If you 

go back into the psychology of it, your wife was 99.9% the instigator of it (? wanting to 

get healed). Through the Unit, ZnO2 and AA which connects with her, you have satisfied 

the need (? for the cancer), I don't need ?? it. With the wireless S it's the intention that 

creates it, and the Innovation Center doesn't yet understand it, somehow. (connection ??? 

), you started ??  weeks ago ...  the more you shared the more you received, ... it came 

from your unconditional sharing. (3:14). The more you give the more you receive, and 

that receiving satisfies where your concerns are, or what you are short of. Enlightenment 

comes out of giving and not out of buying. .. Now you can have the Creator. The Temple 

of God should come in the house of God, the heart of the Man. Not in bricks and blocks .. 

When you share, that's what Christ did, then you receive ?? what you want .. your wife to 

be without cancer, and she is free of it because you solved it. .. we see a lot of this around 

but people don't understand the explanation. (3:16).  Man shares about his mother and 

how KT helped her. (3:18). He gave her LP of ZnO2, CH3 and she washed her eyes and 

3 days later gone.  (3:25). ??  .. the brain has the capacity to speed up reproducing cells 

that are cut. What is needed to trigger this process?   ... (3:30). ... we needed this gap to 

mature our knowledge, otherwise we would have become another Masons and hide the 

knowledge. (3:32). We have to find out which part of DNA is responsible for making the 

N layer in our body. The reason we don't reproduce amputated parts is because we do not 

create a high energy that leads to creation of N layers in the last ?? ... a chemical which is 

in their blood or muscle tissue, which is ?? by the Lymph, we have lost the ability or 

because we use so much of our energy in different ways we can't create enough heat, it's 

exactly what we do in our N coating, we use a high energy, heat, or temperature of 

caustic to create the N layer. If our doctors can create the N layer rapidly that it can do 

the transformation, a high temperature that can absorb all the energies, then we can grow 

arms, legs and hearts. Our bodies make the N layers but not so efficient, it makes the N 

part of our E out of our Lymph. When we cut ourselves we bleed. (3:34). That blood that 

comes out ?? makes the N layer. The problem in most mammals, warm blooded animals 

is they don't build layers ?? fast enough. Can we build a T that can put a fire in to the 

Lymph, ?? that the blood ?? .. the cells in the blood have to be of the right strength for 

say the finger. ??? The Lymph has to absorb the strength for the N layer the way it does 

for the E side, the 2 together will allow for the production of ??  it gets absorbed and the 

body reproduces it. (3:36). How come we put organs in body and within a period of time 

the body rejects it, each animal has chosen a different period for rejection, so there is a 

control for the period of rejection. If we can understand it then with KT we can replicate 

it. ???  ...  (3:42). ... You can rebuild your heart in 60 to 100 days, but you need to follow 

2 paths with doctor, ?? you need ZnO2, CuO2, and CH3 very small amount, and some 

CO2, and use the pipe (shown on screen) to  breath through for 3 to 4 hours a day. the 

secret for the heart is to connect the pipe to a mask that part of the air goes through your 



nostrils. The air you breath through your nose carries different information and sensors 

then through the mouth. I always use a mask to breath, it also behaves totally different in 

the lungs. So for heart cases like your especially you need to connect the pipe to a mask, 

this allows the right gases to be absorbed in the lungs for the production and rejuvenation 

of the cells of the heart. (3:46). It is crucial for the heart. ... then you have to make a patch 

of the same material to be put around your body in 2 halves with separation, you need 

like a T-Shirt but separated from each other, the energy has to be balanced, ?? be precise 

in the measurement of AA, and CO2 Etc. it has to be in 2 halves because the heart is 3 

dimensional and you are trying to repair it, which is different than trying to take a disease 

out of it, you are trying to develop it so you want to create a balanced condition in the 

lung and heart tissues. Third, you have to drink from the same Gans water as you made 

for the (breathing) tube this way you supply the materials for the reconstruction of the 

heart, with the ?? you confine what needs to come to balance.  (3:49).  

.. (3:54).    (3:58).  You can get treatment for Cancer and AIDS in Ghana.  end. 

 


